
Balak 7/16/22. 
Numbers 22:2–25:9. 

 

I.       Our Parsha is truly unique this week, being filled with intrigue and innuendo. All 
the same, the KJV will NEVER REVEAL the hidden truths about our principal 
characters – Balak & Balaam – and the ‘others’ – neither will these ‘hidden 
truths’ ever be visible in the KJV! They can only be found outside of the 
“traditional” KJV Bible story! Consequently, what we will do, is look into the 
depths of the Hebrew text and extricate those Truths and hopefully, present a 
different perspective of these two men from that normally seen. We will also 
look and see if the spiritual influence of both men can be seen within the “House 
of Israel” today.  

 
As we launch the foundation for our study, please remember the setting of our 
Parsha: Israel has just defeated both Og and Sihon. History tells us that Sihon 
had previously taken the land between the Jabbok and Arnon rivers, which 
belonged to Moab. Therefore, the King of Moab – Balak – feeling threatened but 
not willing to do battle directly with Israel decides to attempt spiritual warfare as 
an alternative. To aid in his efforts, he solicits the help of Balaam! Why would 
Balak’s emissaries travel what was supposedly 400 miles to summon Balaam for 
this particular purpose? Incidentally, Balaam’s meaning implies a destruction 
that comes from swallowing something. Like consuming lies… 
 
Most Scholars say that Balaam doesn’t appear in Torah until our Parsha, 
however, Numbers 21:27 says: Wherefore, they that speak in proverbs say, come 
into Heshbon, let the city of Sihon be built and prepared…if you read the 
following verses it is clearly a prophecy of Sihon taking the land of Moab. The 
book of Jasher confirms the identity of the one who prophesies this. Jasher 
84:19: Therefore the parable speakers Beor and Balaam his son uttered these 
words saying, “Come unto Heshbon, the city of Sihon will be built and 
established. Further, Jasher 84:22 declares: And Sihon gave numerous presents of 
silver and gold to Beor and Balaam his son…This should give us pause when 
considering Balaam a ‘True Prophet’.  

 
Thus, it follows that Balak knew of the Seer Balaam’s prophetic declaration and 
sought to hire him against Israel. On the surface, what I just said presents a 
conundrum: How can Balak expect his tactics of ‘spiritual warfare’ to work 
against Israel when Torah tells us that both Og and Sihon were offspring of 
Fallen Angels and women – i.e. – Nephylim and were soundly defeated? 
Wouldn’t their tactics also have been ‘spiritual or supernatural’? Perhaps we can 
get an answer from Amos 2:9 Yet destroyed I the Amorite before them, whose 
height was like the height of the cedars, and he was strong as the oaks; yet I 
destroyed his fruit from above, and his roots from beneath.   
 



It seems that Og and Sihon, both Amorites, were the physical fruit and though a 
daunting challenge to Moshe and Israel they could and would be cut off 
naturally. However, there remained the ROOTS beneath – the Fallen Angelic 
and Demonic spirits – who would lend their influence to Balak and Balaam – by 
aiding in accessing certain dimensional gateways available to them and they, 
along with other Fallen Ones, would continue to manifest their powers until the 
TIME OF THE END!  
 
As we persist in looking closer here, Moshe did indeed ‘cut off’ the fruit from 
above, i.e. the physical bodies of Og and Sihon, King of Bashan. Leaving the 
roots from beneath, that must be dealt with. Let me explain: If these two – Og & 
Sihon – were truly Nephylim, then they comprise what is a hybridized entity of 
Fallen Angels and Men. Additionally, the killing of the physical body leaves a 
‘disembodied spirit’ whose roots lie beneath and must still be conquered by 
controlling the entrance to those gateways that would allow them to manifest 
again in the physical realm.  
 
Bear in mind: Gateways entail the MIND, Body, Spirit, words spoken, as well as 
other tangible objects, electronic devices, games, videos, magical incantations, 
and physical territories, most of which cannot be ‘seen’ with the natural eye! 
What gateways are within your control? Are you possessing the gates of your 
enemies? (The Hebrew word for possess, H#3423, ׁירש, yarash, means either to 
inherit or disinherit. The Resh-Shin root means to permit or empower) It is worth 
noting that the same letters arranged to give us שׁיר, shiyr, the Hebrew word for 
PRAISE BY SINGING! CAN YOU SAY POSSESS THE GATES? Moreover, if 
we rearrange the letters and write ישׁר, Yashar, we have the root of Y’shar’el – 
Israel, those that stand upright before YHVH! Again, can you say possess the 
gates? 
 

Let’s discuss these ‘gateways’ for a bit… 
 

A Familiar Prophecy: 
 

II.      Most Readers will recall that YHVH told Abraham in Gen. 22:17 That in 
blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multiply thy seed as the stars 
of the heaven, and as the sand which is upon the sea shore; and they seed shall 
possess the gate of his enemies; WHY? *Note verse 16 And said, by Myself 
have I sworn, saith YHVH, for because you have done this thing, and have not 
withheld thy son, thine only son: What was so powerful about not withholding 
Isaac? 
 
Abraham, by offering his ONLY BEGGOTEN SON (By Sarah who was barren – 
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION?) enacted a Covenantal Provision by the 
mutual exchanging of positions and thus, opened a gateway – allowing YHVH to 



later offer His ONLY BEGGOTEN SON in the flesh. Moreover, Abraham is 
told: In multiplying - rabah, his seed would be multiplied H#7235, רבה, rabah, 
to multiply, enlarge, to make large. Likewise, his seed would become ‘as OR 
FOR’ the stars of heaven – yet the Hebrew text seems to point to more than just 
Abraham’s seed by saying - את-זרעך, Alef-Tav Zerakah - will be multiplied as 
– for the Stars H#3556, ּכוכב, kokawb, from a root meaning blazing but also 
hinting at a window, aperture, an opening!  
 
Because of Abraham’s covenant demonstration of offering his only begotten son, 
his seed would multiply thereby ENLARGING THE OPENING TO allow the 
Alef-Tav TO ACCESS A SPECIFIC opening, gateway, window, in order to 
become the Possessor of THE GATE OF HIS ENEMIES! WHAT opening? 
What GATES? Remember Jacob’s Ladder? Yahshua would become possessor of 
the BODY OF ADAM – THE gateway of FLESH, and it would no longer be the 
gateway for sin, death, or the Seed of Satan! Though individual man could give 
his personal authority over his flesh vessel, Satan would never again wholly 
control the destiny of man through sin and death! 
 
By the way, the gematria of Rabah is 206, the same as DABAR – THE WORD - 
THE LITERAL LADDER OR GATEWAY BETWEEN HEAVEN AND 
EARTH! We possess the gates with ‘It is written’… 
 
This must not be overlooked! From Creation forward, Elohiyms’ plan 
determined that His Only Begotten Son would become the redeemer of 
Mankind! Why? Because Adam was the original ladder to heaven, the Gateway 
between! Conversely, the Enemy sought to subvert that plan by introducing his 
Seed into the earth through that same gateway, the Man Vessel. Subsequently, 
understanding the spiritual power behind why Abraham ‘offered’ Isaac, as well 
as, the later sacrifice of Yahshua, the enemy sought to subvert the plan of YHVH 
and attempt to control that very gate through the use of HUMAN SACRIFICE – 
PARTICULARLY CHILD SACRIFICE as a means to open spiritual gateways! 
In fact, as a sobering example in August 2016, the CERN Collider demonstrated 
what some say was a ritual sacrifice at its’ facilities. Was it truly a fake and what 
are the plans today as it has just this past (7/5/2022 equals 18 – 666) week 
opened again? In addition, the sacrifice occurred in front of the SHIVA statue – 
SHIVA means ‘Destroyer’.  
 

III.     This leads us to examine the tangible location of Bashan and why Og & Sihon 
settled there. Historically, Bashan was an Amorite [Giant] stronghold located 
east of the Jordan River (Transjordan) in what would later become the 



inheritance of Gad, Asher and the half tribe of Manasseh. This area was 
principally known as the location of Mt. Hermon and the opening of the bowels 
of the earth from whence the headwaters of the Jordan erupted. The common 
name of this stream area was ‘Banyas’ or the Gates of Hell!  
 
Mt. Hermon and this ‘gateway’ were believed by many to have been the original 
place where the Watchers or Fallen Ones descended! This location was the 
religious center of Molech and Ashtaroth worship. In addition to the Amorites 
the principal gods of Moab were seemingly variations of Molech and his consort 
Ashtaroth, with Molech being known as Chemosh in Moab. Ironically, Molech 
and Chemosh are often translated as ‘destroyer’. Have you noticed how many 
names given thus far relate to ‘Destroyer’? Shiva, Balak, Balaam, and Molech. 
Now you can see why Balaam chose to seduce Israel in sexual idolatry to the god 
of Moab – Molech/Chemosh as a means to open the gates and gain access to the 
pure remnant stock of the House of Israel and subvert that DNA! This can’t 
happen to the super spiritual Believing community today you say!  
 
Tuesday July12, 2022 the biotech firm Verve Therapeutics successfully edited 
the DNA of an individual predisposed to heart disease in what they termed, 
“surgery without a scalpel”. Another instance: 7/13/22 two genetically modified 
porcine hearts successfully transplanted into humans…Oh; C-Vax would never 
harm anyone…(Sarcasm mine). 
 

I also find the definition of Amorite quite interesting. 
Pay Attention Here: 

 
IV.     Amorite, H#567, אמרי, this word is translated as “a Sayer” – one much like a  

‘Seer’, who would make public declarations. Never in history has the populace 
been more at the mercy of those who would prophecy into and over them! Every 
form of electronic media has usurped the role of Balaam and Balak and has 
verbally inoculated billions who are ‘receptive’ to their transmutational gene 
altering therapy, thus opening and controlling the GATES! Having originated 
that pattern, the Amorites were known for their vocal blasphemies being 1 of the 
7 Canaanite Nations of Nephylim slated for destruction because of their corrupt 
DNA. Take note: Amori has the same root letters as H#4175, מורה, moreh, 
rendered ‘teacher’ which takes it’s root from Yarah – to shoot, teach – the same 
root as that of Torah!  

 
Today, many leaders in Christianity and the Messianic/Hebrew Roots 
community are themselves SEERS WHO PUBLICLY PROPHECY AGAINST 
THE TRUTH OF YHVH! Mat. 7:15 Beware of false prophets, which come to 



you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. I find it 
interesting that the above verse follows Yahshua admonishing His disciples to 
enter the strait gait, not the wide gate leading to destruction! Gateways are 
important! 

 
Let’s look closer at the former word ‘moreh’ as it also connotes fear and 
reverence. Because of their Supernatural DNA these hybrid monsters living 
mutually with the Amorites invoked fear among the mortals and openly spoke 
against the Creator, profaning His Name as in Gen. 4:26, and Gen. 6:1. Men 
began to call upon the Name of YHVH – Men began to multiply on the face of the 
earth…The word ‘began’ in both locations is H#2490, chalal meaning to profane 
or defile oneself sexually, to be polluted! The root Chet-Lamed indicates that 
which the Priests were to distinguish from Holy – The Profane. These Amori – 
Sayers would profane the Name of YHVH by promoting sexual perversion of a 
myriad sort, crossing the boundaries between Angels and men, animals, together 
with invalidating the genders male and female in an attempt to exterminate a true 
SEEDLINE from YHVH! This sounds much like the events of our own day! If a 
Priesthood exists today (The Melchizedek order does) then being able to discern 
the holy from the profane should be paramount to their identity! No Priest should 
embrace animal sacrifice when Yahshua’s blood has been shed!  
 
As it concerns sexual deviancy, are you curious as to why such attention is being 
given the destruction of the only 2 genders appointed both men and animals - 
that of Male and Female? SIMPLE ANSWER: Gates are being prepared for the 
next ‘awakening’. On top of that, have you noticed the daily attention being paid 
to the ‘coincidental’ planned increase and staged ‘release’ of UFO - Alien 
Encounters worldwide. Including, and not surprisingly, their acceptance by the 
Catholic Church who wears a Molech/Chemosh fish god hat and others? Not to 
mention the evidence of ABORTED BABIES buried under numbers of Catholic 
monasteries! Who were they offered to? Abortion opens demonic portals and 
along with the 800,000 missing children each year (FBI statistics) clearly 
exposes who controls the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and where this 
nation is headed! Judgment is coming and cannot be stopped! You must find 
your Goshen now!  
 
In support of the above, the worship of each Idolatrous deity we’ve mentioned 
has historically involved child sacrifice. Moreover, to help us understand the 
significance of this place Bashan, it was also renown as the location of the scene 
of Matthew 16: 13-19 where regarding the church, Yahshua tells His disciples 
“the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.” So, it is evident that our Parsha 
affected Israel generations later. But, what about the near future, perhaps a bit of 



detective work will help us? This is important. The phrase ‘gates of hell’ in 
Greek is pyle (Poo’lay) Hades (Hah’dace) Poo’lay does mean ‘gates’, but the 
word Hades is a compound of a negative ‘alpha’ meaning no or not, and eido 
meaning to see. The Gates You Can’t See, perceive… Let’s look at the above 
verses to see exactly what Yahshua referenced. 
 

Who do men say that I, the Son of Man am? 
 

A.      Yahshua takes His disciples here to ask a very specific question regarding who 
He was. He is given several answers but is not satisfied until Peter says: “You 
are the Messiah, the Son of the Living Elohiym!” To which Yahshua replies, 
Blessed are you, Simon Barjona: For flesh and blood has not revealed it unto 
you, but my Father, which is in heaven. And I say also unto you, That thou art 
Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church; and the gates of hell shall not 
prevail against it. 
 
Have you ever asked why Yahshua calls Peter “Simon Barjona” here? Simon 
comes from the Hebrew Shimon, which derives from Shema, to hear. While Bar 
is the equivalent to Ben meaning son. The latter part of the word – jona – most 
associate with the minor prophet Jonah whose name means ‘dove’. However, 
this particular masc. noun comes from H#3121, יון, yaven, meaning miry as in 
miry clay. This is seen in Ps. 40:2 He brought me up also out of an horrible pit, 
out of the miry clay, and set my feet upon a rock, and established my goings. 
 
Yahshua is saying that Peter heard this even though he was from or out of a miry 
clay body – i.e. – flesh and blood. A vessel which, according to the Psalmist was 
a horrible, H#7588, שאון, shawone, destruction, ruined pit and could only see 
death, yet HE-YAHSHUA would set MANS’ – ADAM’S FEET UPON A 
ROCK! *Remember Nebuchadnezzar’s vision of the latter day kingdom whose 
feet were comprised of IRON AND CLAY? FALLEN ANGELS AND MEN! 
 
Let me declare: This Psalm is for our day! We are not going to be part of the 
Comingled Nations of Iron and Clay! Yahshua has redeemed us in the flesh and 
set us upon the Rock – the First Begotten of YHVH – and has made us the 
Begotten of Elohiym as well! We need not fear the Fallen Ones! 
 
WHAT ROCK WAS YAHSHUA REFERRING TOO? Peter? NO! 
EMPHACTICALLY ‘NO’! The context of the whole dialogue centers on this 
‘GATE’ - THE FLESHLY BODY - presumed by Pagans, to be the origin of the 
bodies of the ‘gods’ of the world – which many assume were the Sons of the 
Creator of the world. By its’ very nature, Banyas was a counterfeit gateway! 
Therefore, it is imperative that Yahshua cites THE ORIGIN OF HIS DNA as 
proof of His Claim as the Only Begotten Son of YHVH and BY RIGHT, HIS 



subsequent authority! This was the Rock He would build upon! The word here is 
taken from the Septuagint Gk#4073, Petra, and derived from the Hebrew 
H#6697, צור, tsuwr, the name of the Rock in Horeb struck by Moshe, and the 
Rock, which followed Israel throughout the Wilderness! John 1:51 And He saith 
unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto you, hereafter you shall see heaven open, and 
the angels of YHVH ascending and descending upon the Son of Man! Moshe 
struck this ROCK the 2nd time, which could have subjected ADAM to death 
eternally had not Yahshua been struck on our behalf! 
 
Make a mental note here of the letters of ‘Tsuwr’, which when read backwards, 
gives us H#7323, רוץ, roots, to run quickly as in to prophesy. Jer. 23:21 I have 
not sent these prophets, yet they ran: [roots] I have not spoken to them, yet they 
prophesied. Could this also hint at the roots beneath? Sounds a bit like 
Balaam…where did he get his info? The Fallen Ones. There are many FALSE 
PROPHETS currently engaged in striking Yahshua the 2nd Time, by advancing 
the cause of the 3rd-Temple and a Levitical System of animal sacrifice! Rest 
assured - The King of the Fallen Ones will sit on his throne in that Temple! 
 
*Now look at 1John 4:1,2 Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits 
whether they are of YHVH: Because many false prophets are gone out into the 
world. Hereby know ye the Spirit of YHVH: Every spirit that confesses that 
Yahshua the Messiah is come in the flesh is of YHVH! He had to have a flesh and 
blood body and be put to death in order to redeem man from the flesh; it is these 
elements – flesh & blood - which cannot obtain the Kingdom of YHVH! For this 
reason, Yahshua redeemed the original Gateway in the earthly realm – the – -	
 Alef-Tav h’Adam aphar min-h’adamah! Alef-Tav את-האדם עפּר מן-האדמה
the Adam dust from the Adamah! Aphar - Dust is microscopic particles of an 
original material! Yahshua redeemed the MULTITUDES OF DNA PARTICLES 
FROM THE ORIGINAL ADAMAH OF CREATION! YOU WERE IN THAT 
FIRST ADAM – WHO WAS TAKEN OUT OF THE WOMB OF YHVH! That 
Created Material cannot be shaken/destroyed it is eternal and thus, can only be 
compromised by mixing it with the serpents’ seed, which will be destroyed in the 
coming shaking!  
 
NOW YOU KNOW WHY YAHSHUA WENT TO BANYAS! He had to take 
control of the Flesh gate of ADAM and cut off the ROOT OF SATAN’S SEED 
BENEATH! This is a return to Genesis 1 and the plan of an uncompromised 
Creation like that prior to Lucifer’s’ rebellion! Heb. 12:26,27 a great shaking is 
coming to both heaven and earth. Once more signifying the removing of those 



things that are shaken, as of things that are made, that those things, which cannot 
be shaken, may remain. Shaken in the Greek indicates to be cast down from one’s 
secure state. Luke 10:28 …I beheld Satan as lightening fall from heaven. Past Rev. 
12:9 And the great dragon was cast out…Future! If he fell to earth, is it possible 
that he was given LEGAL ACCESS because of the Gates he controls? YES!  
 
What Possible Future Impact Could This Info Have? Will there once again be a 

struggle over the Gateway of Man’s flesh? Who will attempt to enter? 
 

V.     Let’s commence with the names of our principal characters in order to get more 
of the back-story! 

• Balak, H#1111, בלק, this name is usually defined as: Devastator, waster, 
that which is empty or void. Interestingly enough, the definition of his name 
connects us to Gen. 1:2 where we find the first instance of waste, 
devastation, to be empty or void in the Hebrew phrase ‘Tohu v’bohu’. It 
would seem then, that an understanding of what transpired here in Genesis to 
cause the Waste and Desolation would be instrumental in helping us to grasp 
how Balak became known as the ‘Devastator’ and how the efforts of Balak 
would affect Israel! Likewise, will these two be seen in a future dispute with 
Israel? Further, could this original Genesis 1 ‘rebellion’ create a pattern that 
shaped Balak, Balaam and the future of the Outcasts who’re being gathered? 
 

In a very clear way, the context of Gen. 1 leads us to believe a conflict ensued after 
the onset of creation. In particular, evidence is seen in the letters of the initial 
phrase of Torah: ‘In the Beginning – B’reshiyt’. First off, the Hebrew letter Bet 
gives us a picture of the ‘House or Bride’ followed by the word ‘reshiyt’ whose 
root has a variety of meanings including a ‘shaking’ of the head or a shaking of 
powers/authority! Could this shaking of certain powers possibly have led to this 
‘waste and devastation’? This single word B’reshiyt prophecies of the future 
shaking of those same powers! 
 
Before delving into this short aside, let me remind you that ours is a controversial 
position! However, I believe it will underscore what Balak attempted and further, 
reveal a future series of events that will disclose the Fallen Angelic/demonic spirits 
behind the original Balak and Balaam as being alive and well today! For a hint, let 
me drop two Names for you to consider: The Anti-Messiah and the False Prophet! 
Even more dumbfounding – as most Believers acknowledge the latter two – is the 
absolute fact that the spirits of Balak and Balaam occupy many of the pulpits 
across Christendom and the Messianic communities! Let me continue… 
 



THE GAP THEORY! 
 

A.       As stated, there does indeed seem an interruption in Creation’s Perfection here. 
Based on the text of Gen. 1:1 where Elohiym creates the Heavens and the Earth, in 
support, Isaiah says this: Is. 45:18 For thus saith YHVH that created the heavens; 
Elohiym Himself that formed the earth and made it; He hath established it, He 
created it not in vain, He formed it to be inhabited: I am YHVH; and there is none 
else. Against this background, what exactly is Isaiah saying? 
 
He is saying that Elohiym did not create anything in a TOHU V’BOHU condition! 
In fact, He declares the heavens and the earth were both created to be inhabited! 
Now, with this in mind, consider the words of Jeremiah 4:23-26. [For time’s sake 
we will only quote verse 23:] I beheld the earth, and, lo, it was without form, and 
void (Same Hebrew word as Gen. 1:2) and the heavens, and they had no light. 
From this verse and those that follow, if Creation is initially created in Perfection, 
it seems that Jeremiah is also being shown the ‘GAP’ between verses 1 and 2 of 
Genesis! Lucifer’s method of operation has NEVER changed! 
 
As stated, time doesn’t permit us to expound much further in this area, but the 
evidence is overwhelming that something devastating certainly occurred after the 
initial creation causing it to become Tohu V’bohu. It is my opinion that this 
‘something’ was in fact, the Luciferin Rebellion! This event is not popular amongst 
most teachers even though they unknowingly lend support of my personal opinion 
regarding this ‘Gap Theory’ by fervently denying the plausibility of a Pre-Adamite 
Kingdom although later most grudgingly acknowledge the comingling of the Seed 
of The Fallen Angels with that of the daughters of men, as depicted in Genesis 6.  
 
Unfortunately, to disregard this Gap Theory event makes their opinion of a race of 
Giants on the earth - as a result of the Genesis 6 comingled seed - rather impotent - 
especially when the whole idea of a Re-Creation Account (Genesis 1, 2) must be 
supported by a previous Creation! Moving on… 
 
For added emphasis, let me remind you that this rebellion was wholly fueled by 
sexual debauchery, though most argue it originates only in Gen. 6 and is dealt with 
by the flood – It is a grim fact that proof exists that it actually continues multiple 
generations AFTER THE FLOOD even until to this present day! Having said that, 
this brings us to a misunderstood verse that must be put into proper context, one 
found in Jude 1: 6 And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their 
own habitation, He hath reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the 
judgment of the great day!  



 
Kindly note, if this above penalty applied to all those guilty Fallen Angels of 
Genesis 6, leaving them NO POSTERITY, why then has their seedline continued 
to access the Adamic gateway unabated to this day, particularly if they are indeed 
held in chains? (Yes, evidence exists of Nephylim throughout history: See: The 
Serpent’s Seed: They’re Among Us!) Logically, since Giants existed in Noah’s 
day, Moshe’s, Joshua’s, and King David’s and throughout history – then one must 
conclude that not all of them are chained in Jude’s epistle! Further, it would seem 
that only a specific category of Fallen Angels from Genesis 1:1-2 known as 
Lucifer’s’ Rebellion could qualify as the group chained at present! This presents 
quite a dilemma if one doesn’t understand the difference between Fallen Angels 
and Demonic entities, the latter being the Giant offspring of the Fallen Ones and 
the daughters of men. Of which we have NO SCRIPTURAL RECORD 
WHEREIN DEMONS ARE CHAINED OR SENT BACK TO HELL outside of 
what Jude says!  
 
Moreover, evidence exists to prove that the phrase in Jude: “kept not their first 
estate, but left their own habitation” clearly points toward leaving the boundaries 
of their Supernatural, as well as, sexual orientation and the later comingling of 
their seed with whatever entity existed prior to ADAM! In addition, the 
examination of the tenure of their captivity – ‘unto the judgment of the great day’ – 
lends a dreadful warning of the future! The text indicates they are held in captivity 
BUT will be released for a specific purpose at a future ‘great day judgment’!  In 
other words a dimensional and perhaps multi-dimensional portals or gateways will 
once again be opened!  
 
Is this great day judgment after the Millennial Reign and therefore a final judgment 
or could this be the Tribulation period wherein the Great and Terrible Day of 
YHVH is seen at which point, mankind will experience the WRATH OF YHVH? 
*NOTE - The Greek word for ‘unto’ Gk.#1519, eis, is a primary preposition 
indicating the point reached or entered, a purpose achieved. This clearly is not a 
final judgment, but a season of judgment that ends with their release - allowing for 
these FALLEN ANGELS to become an instrument of YHVH’s WRATH upon the 
earth just prior to the Millennial Reign! Can you say Apollyon or Abaddon? Rev. 
9:11 This clearly reveals that the Fallen Ones comingled their SEED with Mankind 
from Gen. 3 forward and thus, were able to enter the earthly realm through these 
GATES! 
 
Not only that, but the Hebrew definition of Abaddon gives us ‘destruction, 
devastation, to lay waste or ruin’. Could this entity be one of the Spirits involved in 



Lucifer’s Rebellion, as well as, an example the Serpent’s seedline and have been 
used to instigate Balak’s efforts against Israel? Could he – Abaddon - be released 
in time to once again seduce Israel to engage in sexual idolatrous practices in the 
days ahead? Furthermore, Will the False Prophets espousing a return to animal 
sacrifice and the building of a Whited Sepulcher - Temple full of dead men’s bones 
occupy the place of Balaam and seduce multitudes into whoredom with the Anti-
Messiah? In answer, all I can say is that at present Yahshua is not welcomed 
in either scenario – The Levitical Priestly system nor the 3rd Temple! 
 
Again, sadly, we can’t spend much more time here but we do point you back to 
previous teachings on the subject. Suffice it to say that a correlation between what 
occurred here and the device used by Balak are somehow linked! So, let’s look 
closer at him… 
 

VI.     The letters of Balak if rearranged give us בקל, qobel/qobal - a masc. noun 
indicating both ‘war’ and to be a physical presence in front of one publicly. Now, 
as we consider the individual Hebrew letters to aid us in understanding the import 
of his name we can see even more clearly: For instance. To begin, the Qof 
indicates the One or That which comes last, at the end! The Bet represents the 
House or Bride. Next, the Lamed pictures the Shepherd’s staff as the instrument of 
authority, as well as depicting the Tongue. Without doubt, the tongue can also 
represent a shepherd’s staff as a goad urging or directing accordingly! How 
foreboding is this name? This points the finger at multitudes of Shepherds in the 
House today! 
 
Ostensibly, there’s a prophetic message being revealed that at some point in our 
future another BALAK will arise who will exert great pressure upon the House of 
Israel or The Bride and in doing so, will goad her into action with the threat of 
warfare, specifically – Spiritual Warfare at the unction of his prophet Balaam! 
(Remember, Balaam is also translated as ‘devourer or destroyer or confusor of the 
people’) Warfare against whom? What could this mean? Undoubtedly YHVH! Is. 
63:10  
But they rebelled, and vexed His Holy spirit: Therefore He was turned to be their 
enemy and He fought against them. 
 
Few know that historically, Balaam was known as a Necromancer. (The Stone 
Edition Chumash) He consorted with the DEAD ONES. He was not a Biblical 
Prophet and he wasn’t any ‘holier or righteous’ than the Jackass that he rode, who 
also spoke at the unction of YHVH. He was cursed according to Torah because of 
his soothsaying, and fraternizing with the Nephylim. He is completely disqualified 



from consideration as a Prophet! Just the same, there are many in today’s 
PULPITS who prophecy in the Name of YHVH yet, like Balaam they confuse and 
destroy the People. Like Balaam they get their info from the Dead Ones! Truly, the 
message of Balaam is still being carried on the back of jackasses! 
 
In closing, few doubt that there will be an exponential increase in Fallen Angelic 
and Demonic activity in what we commonly refer to as ‘The End Times’. Sadly 
though most Believers do not truly accept that those ‘End Times’ are here now! 
The thought of Balak rejecting physical confrontation and instead, looking toward 
‘spiritual conflict’ as a means of defeating Israel when Israel has just celebrated a 
major victory over The Powers That Be and that spiritually affecting us seems 
asinine! What could he possibly expect today to accomplish and how? What tools 
would work against such a religious, knowledgeable generation as ours and what 
GATEWAYS WILL COULS THEY EVER EXPECT TO USE? WE’RE SIMPLY 
TOO SPIRITUAL! (Sarcasm mine) 
 

5G Technology, AI-Human chimeras, Chipping, Tracking, 
Sexual Exploitation of children, Gender Hybridization, 

Satanic Ritual Killing of children – Abortion, Social Demonization of Certain 
Ethnicities, DNA Manipulation – Graphene Oxide, Vaccine Mandates, Crispr 

Edited Agricultural Food Supplies, The deliberate effort to open multi-dimensional 
gateways to the spirit world. The complete control of all major news sources. 
Global depopulation…Alexa, which is many homes today will soon have the 

ability to allow people to talk to their dead family members 
 

 
You Make The Call…I say “Balak and Balaam are here now!” 
 
 
Shabbat Shalom. 
 
 

 


